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Artistic Statement
As a performer I embrace vulnerability and authenticity. This allows me to be captivated
by a piece and visually tell a specific story. I cherish the sense of community among dancers as
well as between dancers and their audiences. I am passionate about portraying dance as a form of
communication that has emotional healing power. Simplicity, dynamics, indulgence and genuine
emotions are what I find most aesthetically pleasing while watching dance, choreographing, and
performing. These qualities are what define me as a dancer and mover.
As a choreographer, I long for a sense of belonging among all the people present, both on
stage and in the audience. My goal is to project this message clearly in my work. I choreograph
intricate and grounded movement, and I enjoy the contrast between quick elaborate movements
and simple, pedestrian-like movements. Through the direct and strong weight effort qualities, I
compose movement patterns and sequential body phrasing that articulate concise messages in a
comprehensive context. This rapid alteration keeps the dancers constantly engaged as the
choreography highlights a diverse capability of movement qualities. I am drawn to choreography
with suspension and a strong focus on the details of the hands. Minimalism is attractive to me
and is something I am inspired by whenever I am choreographing. While these movements may
be simple in nature, their impact is often greater in measure. An appropriately timed flick of the
wrist can be the most meaningful part of a dance phrase. Though we live in a society that can
push for too much of everything, I find a minimalistic approach to dance and choreography
rather soothing. I feel the greatest sense of accomplishment when I can help others find their
artistic voice through movement. I aspire to find intentional and innovative ways to help dancers
communicate, bridging the gap between society’s most challenging topics through the non-verbal
communication of movement.
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Lauren DeSmedt & Ciera Nolan
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Signature (can be electronic)
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For our Graduating Presentation we will create a “staged” work for filming in the MMR.
We plan on a cast of six dancers with one featured dancer. Our concept is based on the theory
that as an individual you are a product of the five people you surround yourself with. We plan to
use the featured dancer as the individual being impacted by these relationships. The other five
dancers will represent the five people closest to the featured dancer, and their various
relationships. This is the inner circle of the individual whose needs and wants fluctuate
throughout the piece. The soloist learns the ebbs and flows of relationships and friendships and
the different ways each person serves the individual.
As of right now, we do not have a complete storyline and mapped out sections, but we
plan to use a trio with the soloist and two ensemble dancers. This trio will dive deeper into two
different friendships and the conflict that arises from this type of friendship. We are playing with
the idea of one of the relationships no longer serving the individual and this will lead to the
soloist accepting when to move on from someone. An underlying general theme of this piece will
be female empowerment and the communal aspect of a group of female friends. This concept
came from our friendship with each other and a reflection of our surrounding relationships.
Jim Rohn, a motivational speaker, famously said you are the average of the five people
you spend the most time with. We may use a voice over with this quote or ideas surrounding this
concept. We are still working on music, but we know we want a section with a more impactful
rhythm and another section with more ambient music. We would love to use long skirts for
costuming to take up space. Even though we will have a featured dancer and a trio we want to
build a strong ensemble and we believe the skirts will help create that effect. A possible title of
the piece is “product of 5” but we are still exploring other options.
In both of our artistic statements we touch on the idea of community, relationships, and
relatable concepts. Through the relationship between the audience and performers, we aspire to
create a genuine connection and individualized experience. We are both intrigued by
detailed movement of the hands and plan to draw attention to this throughout the piece. Ciera
specifically notices that she tends to choreograph pieces that are about relationships and selfdiscoveries that are impacting her at the time of creation. Lauren creates work that acknowledges
the power of simplicity in contrast with quick elaborate movements.
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Lauren DeSmedt & Ciera Nolan
Kelsey Paschich
Graduating Presentations
21 April 2020
Stones Beneath a River
The Graduating Presentation process was something the two of us, Lauren DeSmedt and
Ciera Nolan, were looking forward to since our first year at Western Michigan University.
We’ve watched our peers go through this strenuous Graduating Presentations project and knew it
would be challenging yet very rewarding. When Megan first proposed the idea of collaborating
with another student, we immediately thought of one another. We have worked together in a
variety of capacities before, but this was our first time collaborating on a choreographic process.
We each pitched our concept ideas to each other and realized that they were very similar, this felt
like an immediate confirmation that working together was the right choice for this culminating
project.
Concept Development
Our concept is based on the theory that as an individual you are a product of the five
people you surround yourself with. Jim Rohn, a motivational speaker, famously said “you’re the
average of the five people you spend the most time with.” In our piece, Kiley Tiller (soloist) is
the individual being impacted by these relationships, and the story of the work is told through her
eyes. The other five dancers (Mikayla Bunn, Annaliese Erickson, Avree Gundersen,
Katie Lehoty, and Jordan Moyer) represent the five people closest to Kiley and their various
relationships with her. Kiley’s needs and wants within each relationship fluctuate throughout
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the piece. Kiley learns the nuances of relationships and the different ways each person
contributes to her individually.
We were also influenced by the book The Five People You Meet in Heaven by Mitch
Albom. This story is about a man who passes and meets five people in heaven who tell him how
he impacted each of their lives. The book’s closing statement reads, “each affects the other and
the other affects the next, and the world is full of stories, but the stories are all one.” We carried
this quote throughout the rehearsal process as a reminder that each dancer has their own story,
however these stories also overlap and the paths of the six dancers cross. We wanted this piece to
be a demonstration of our appreciation for the time we have together.
Title Development
Our title, Stones Beneath a River, came from a quote in the book “The Five People You
Meet in Heaven” by Mitch Albom. The quote is “no story sits by itself. Sometimes stories meet
at corners and sometimes they cover one another completely, like stones beneath a river.” This
quote became a driving force for our concept. We thought a lot about the calm and stillness of
water on top amidst the chaos that happens below and how this image could be infused through
our choreography. We decided to refer to one section as the “stones and water” section. The
movement of this section was inspired by the idea of calm water above chaotic rushing over
stones. During this section we played with one trio of dancers doing floorwork, and one trio
doing standing movement, and then the groups switched phrases. The movement of one group
was fluid, unaccented, and water-like, and the other group was grounded and accented. Although
they were doing the same two phrases, the intention behind the execution of the phrase differed
to create a juxtaposition.
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Music Selection
We started the process of choosing music by creating a collaborative playlist filled with
various genres of music and spoken word. However, whenever we were listening to the music
options or researching more, we were both always drawn to “Just Before Dawn” by Sonnymoon.
We were a little hesitant at first because this song has lyrics because it is difficult to find musical
selections that emulate the conceptual intent of the work. After researching the lyrics, we
realized they connected to the concept more than we originally thought. We also loved how the
song had many dynamic shifts which allowed us to use it in its entirety. Once we showed the
song to our Chair, Assistant Professor Kelsey Paschich, and she approved it, we knew it was the
right choice for us. As we shared the music with others and our cast, this particular song inspired
us to create movement. The lyrics in “Just Before Dawn” begin with;
“Who will tell me when my day is through
How I close my eyes
When I've done enough
When I've lived and died a thousand times
The sun will rise
When I do.”
The artist is referencing themselves individually with the use of the word “I.” In the second
verse, the artist instead lyrically references “we,”
“Here we are
Who would be the first to go
Never had it crossed my mind
What goes on I'm scared to miss
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Any night
You should have someone to hold
Tell you that you did okay
When your mind's against you.”
This lyrical shift from “I” to “we” connects to Kiley’s internal viewing of the relationships with
those closest to her, and to her physical engagement with those around her. There is a dynamic
change in the music in the second half that creates a more communal feeling as the clapping
comes in. As the music shifts, the intensity swells and the music encompasses the space. Warm
tones increase and bring forth a harmonious sound. We thought this would aid in the sense of
community we were trying to create. At times we created movement to the music, and other
times we created the movement first and then put the music over it. Doing so avoided any feeling
of being tied to the music, and we were constantly finding new reasons to fall in love with the
music.
Casting Selection
Casting our GP was a challenging process because there were many talented dancers, we
were eager to work with. We found that we were drawn to dancers that had similar aesthetics to
us; dancers who find great joy in the sense of community while always bringing themselves into
the work. We were also looking for dancers with strong performance skills that could portray our
concept of connection even while wearing a face mask. This led us to casting Mikayla
Bunn, Annaliese Erickson, Avree Gundersen, Katie Lehoty, Jordan Moyer, and Kiley Tiller, with
two understudies, Abigail Meronek and Jessica Thompson. When deciding on a soloist, we
wanted someone who could be vulnerable, emotionally responsive, and invested in the work.
Kiley Tiller was a dancer that immediately came to mind. We feel extremely lucky that we were
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able to work with our dream cast, and they continued to invest themselves into our work
throughout the entirety of the process.
Collaboration and Rehearsal Process
Going into this project, we knew collaborating was not an easy task, but it was a smooth
and rich process. We know each other so well and are aware of our strengths and weaknesses and
had no problem picking up where the other left off. We were both on the same page during the
entirety of the process and consulted each other with all decisions. It was an equal team effort,
and we never ran into any issues or felt we were stepping on the other’s toes. Trust was a huge
part of this collaboration and we both value the other’s choices and opinions. Throughout this
process, we learned how beneficial it was to always have someone to bounce our ideas off of.
Collaborating allowed us to dream bigger because we were able to build upon the other person’s
ideas. Working together was an incredible opportunity that made us both realize this is
something we want to continue doing.
When it came to the rehearsal process, we had a set plan for each rehearsal which
allowed for us to feel organized and efficient, and our dancers feel at ease. We had a storyboard
with musical cues planned before the rehearsal process began which helped when it came time to
choreograph and be in the space. In general, we choreographed the piece, in order, from
beginning to end. The very first section we started with was Kiley’s solo movement in the
first few minutes and later we were able to build the group work around her solo. We also started
with one of the big group phrases from the second section of the piece. Starting with this was
important to us because we wanted to build that sense of community within our cast from day
one of our group rehearsals. This choice allowed our cast to all move together and gave us an
opportunity to see them together and decide how we wanted to build to that point.
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During the first section, there is a trio between Kiley, Katie, and Avree. Tension develops
between Kiley and Katie which leaves Avree stuck navigating her relationship with them. The
second section begins with a diagonal line with Kiley and Katie on opposite ends. Their
relationship needs space which is why there are dancers placed between them. Kiley weaves
between the line to acknowledge each of her peers before confronting Katie about their
friendship. In this section, Kiley is leaning on her friends for advice and guidance through her
tense friendship with Katie. We gave the duet a story to follow for this improvisation. It starts
with confrontation that then leads to forgiveness. This leads to another diagonal line but instead
of upstage left to downstage right, this diagonal is upstage right to downstage left. Near the end
of the piece, Kiley determines that her relationship with Katie isn’t serving her. Katie slowly
disappears into the unlit upstage space as Kiley is surrounded by her other four friends in a
circle. This ending is not meant to be dramatic as Kiley hopes that someday she can rekindle her
friendship with Katie, when the time is right.
Choreographic Aesthetics
In both of our artistic statements we touch on the idea of community, relationships, and
relatable concepts. Through the relationship between the audience and performers, we aspire to
create a genuine connection and individualized experience. We hope our audiences
experience that sense of community we strive to create in this work. We want them to be left
with the powerful feeling of group comradery. Intentional focus is an aspect of both of our
aesthetics, utilizing purposeful eye contact between the dancers was very important in this work
to connect our dancers without physical touch. We are both intrigued by detailed movement of
the hands and found moments to draw attention to this throughout the piece. Ciera specifically
notices that she tends to choreograph pieces that are about relationships and self-discoveries that
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are impacting her at the time of creation. Lauren creates work that acknowledges the power of
simplicity in contrast with quick elaborate movements. Both of our choreographic aesthetics
include the use of lines, spirals, and contractions. We both learned through this process that we
have a large interest in staging and formational patterns. We found it beneficial to start with
formational patterns and then develop the movement that took place within that staging.
Design Choices
We filmed our work in the MMR with a closed curtain. We chose this space because of
the large and open area which would maximize our dancer’s movement and traveling sequences.
Our piece begins with our soloist, Kiley Tiller, entering an isolated space utilizing the concept of
selective visibility. We realized that even though we are taught that front light should not really
be used because it can make the dancers look two-dimensional, it was necessary for this
filmed work. Front light allows us to see the dancers faces, seeing the dancer’s faces was
important to us and the work. Throughout the piece we utilized front light in various cues to
avoid shadows on the dancers faces. We decided to create a staged work to be filmed for this
project, however we also wanted to take this opportunity, and use our resources here to get
footage to create a dance film with this work as a separate project.
Our costumes were various nude tops, black pants with black two-panel skirts, black
masks, and barefoot. Skirts were an early decision before we started choreographing the piece
because of the texture skirts can create. This made it possible for us to have the dancers rehearse
in skirts and make the skirts a part of the choreography. We felt bare feet were necessary to help
our dancers stay grounded because there is a lot of running in the piece. The variety of nude tops
shows the individuality of each dancer. Our hair and makeup choices were simple, all dancers
had slick back low ponies.
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Coordinator Responsibilities
Lauren’s Coordinator Position:
I was the Audition & Casting Coordinator. Most of my responsibilities occurred at the
beginning of the GP process. I was responsible for distributing audition forms, scheduling and
facilitating casting meetings, and creating cast lists. The casting meeting led to difficult
conversations that I had to lead. I used my leadership skills to keep my peers on track with the
casting process and facilitate casting decisions. This position took a lot of time and effort, but I
enjoyed kicking off the GP process. I learned that I really enjoy the process of casting and
finding the right fit for everyone involved.
Ciera’s Coordinator Position:
I served as the Scheduling Coordinator and similar to Lauren, most of my responsibilities
took place at the beginning of the GP process. I was responsible for creating the master rehearsal
schedule, communicating with both Megan and Cheryl on rehearsal spaces, holding a studio key,
and assisting Hannah (as Production Manager) with the production schedule. This position took a
lot of attention to detail when trying to create a studio schedule with sixteen projects and
many dancers’ busy schedules. This was the first time I created a production schedule and it was
a tedious process. However, I think this is a great skill that I will absolutely be able to use in the
future for studios I may teach at or dance companies I may work with. I really enjoyed this
giant puzzle, and learned that scheduling is something I enjoy and could see myself doing for
projects or studios in the future.
Conclusion
Though this process was unlike the traditional Graduating Presentations, it was an
incredibly enjoyable experience working together. Looking back, it is hard to imagine not doing
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this culminating project as a collaboration. This project unified our aesthetics, creating a work
that allowed us to express ourselves both as individuals and a collaborative unit. This process
gave us the space to take ownership over every aspect of this project and learn all the roles that
go into creating a work and a concert. Filming day was a rewarding, yet emotional day and we
are very proud of the final product. We are eager to continue creating together, and grateful for
all the opportunities WMU’s Dance Department provided us with.
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Graduating Presentations 2021
“Stones Beneath a River”
Choreographed by: Lauren DeSmedt & Ciera Nolan
Music: “Just Before Dawn” by Sonnymoon, Miguel Atwood-Ferguson
Dancers: Mikayla Bunn, Annaliese Erickson, Avree Gundersen, Katie Lehoty, Jordan Moyer, Kiley
Tiller, Understudies: Abby Meronek & Jessica Thompson
“Just Before Dawn”-Sonnymoon, Miguel Atwood-Ferguson
Time

Counts

:00

1&2&3
&4
5&6&7
&8
1&2&3
&4
5&6&7
&8
1&a
2&a
3&a4&
5&a
6&a
7&a8&
1&2&3
&4
5&6&7
&8
1&2&3
&4
5&6&7
&8
1&2&3
&4
5&6&7
&8

:12

:25

:37

:47

1:00

1:12

1:25

Lyrics

Musical
Description
12 electronic
beats

Movement &
Spatial Description
Kiley DS against
camera
Avree and Katie
US
Dancers walking
towards center

“Ah”

Unison standing
phrase

“Who will tell me
when my day is
through”

Kiley solo DS
Group unison
phrase US

“How I close my
eyes, When I’ve
done enough”

Kiley solo travels
DS left to right
Group unison
floorwork
Kiley solo
continues DS right
Avree & Katie
rise

“When I’ve lived
and died a thousand
times”

1 & 2 & 3 “The sun will rise,
&4
when I do”
5&6&7
&8
1 & 2 & 3 “Just before dawn”
&4
5&6&7
&8

12 electronic
beats
with additional
accents

Kiley solo
continues DS right
Group travels stage
left
Dancers skip, Kiley
travels through the
group to end DS
center
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1:37

1:49

2:00

2:12

2:22

2:35

2:46

2:58

3:10

3:22
3:29

1&2&3
&4
5&6&7
&8
1&a
2&a
3&a4&
5&a6&
a
7&a8&
1&2&3
&4
5&6&7
&8

“Just before dawn,
blue skies”

Kiley solo DS
center
Group floorwork

“Ah”
“Ahhhh” fading

Dancers are
walking & running
to circle the space

1&2&3
&4
5&6&7
&8
1&2&3
&4
5&6&7
&8
1&2&3
&4
5&6&7
&8
1&2&3
&4
5&6&7
&8

“Here we are, who 12 electronic
would be the first to beats
go”
with additional
accents
“Never had it
12 electronic
crossed my mind, beats
what goes on I’m with additional
scared to miss”
accents
“Any night, you
12 electronic
should have
beats
someone to hold” with additional
accents
“Tell you that you 12 electronic
did okay, when
beats
your mind’s against with additional
you”
accents

1&2&3
&4
5&6&7
&8
1&2&3
&4
5&6&7
&8
1&2&3
&4
1& 2 & 3,
4, 5

“Just before dawn, 12 electronic
blue skies”
beats
with additional
accents
“Just before dawn, 12 electronic
blue skies”
beats
with additional
accents
“Blue skies”
6 electronic
beats
6 electronic
beats

“Ahhhh” fading

12 electronic
beats
with additional
accents

Jordan, Mikayla, &
Annaliese exit
Trio with Kiley,
Avree & Katie
begins
Trio continues

Trio travels in a
circular
arrangement
Duet begins SL
between Kiley &
Avree
Katie solo SR
Duet SR between
Kiley & Katie
Avree solo
traveling USR &
UPL
Kiley solo DS
Avree and Katie
US duet
Avree & Katie exit
DS
Kiley solo DSR
Group enters one at
a time (starting
with Mikayla) from
USR to form a
diagonal traveling
DSL
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3:37

Silence

3:42

4:05

4:25
4:39

4:45

5:00

5:18
5:41

8 fast 8
counts

Mikayla &
Annaliese
Jordan & Avree
Kiley DSR, Katie
USL
Electronic wave Katie travels to
like sound
DSC for solo
Kiley walks past
diagonal to replace
Katie USL
Cello
Duets
(Mikayla/Annaliese
& Jordan/Avree)
gesture phrase
switching places.
Kiley runs DS to
meet Katie DSL
Cello continues Duets subtly mirror
each other, Katie &
Kiley duet DSL
Single strum and Avree & Annaliese
cello continues run, Jordan and
Mikayla follow to
create do si do run
Cello and
Katie & Kiley run
electronic
around group to
twinkle like
USR corner
sound
Group (Avree,
Anna, Jordan &
Mikayla) form
horizontal line
Group phrase with
formational
switches
Clapping begins Run to diagonal,
group canon begins
with Katie and
Kiley facing each
other
Clapping
Diagonal canon
continues with continues
cello melody
Scatting/humming Clapping
Group runs to new
continues with formation, canon
cello melody
phrase begins in
groups of two
Unison phrase
Standing trio and
floorwork trio
begins
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6:09

8 fast 8
counts

6:35

2 fast 8
count

6:40

2 fast 8
counts

6:49

7 fast 8
counts

7:12

3 fast 8
counts

7:23

5 fast 8
counts

7:38

2 fast 8
counts

7:45

Scatting/humming Clapping,
ambience space
sound, cello
melody
Scatting/humming Clapping,
ambience space
sound, cello
melody

Trios begin to
transition to do the
opposite phrase

Kiley standing solo
to transition to DS
center, group
floorwork to
transition to
vertical line on
center
Scatting/humming Clapping,
Vertical line group
ambience space (Anna, Avree,
sound, cello
Jordan & Mikayla)
melody
gestural phrase,
Kiley and Katie
deep lunge reach
Scatting/humming Clapping,
Kiley & Katie duet
ambience space begins across
sound, cello
vertical line
melody
Group in vertical
line
Loses downbeat, Group opens
just ambiance
into semi circle
Kiley DSC & Katie
USC facing each
other
Ambiance
Katie exits back,
Kiley slowly walks
to center of circle
Ambiance
Group circle
continues with
Kiley in center
Music fades
Avree and Anna
run off DSL
diagonal, Jordan
and Mikayla run
off USR diagonal,
Kiley slowly walks
DS into camera
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Lauren DeSmedt & Ciera Nolan GP Cast List
Mikayla Bunn
Annaliese Erickson
Avree Gundersen
Katie Lehoty
Jordan Moyer
Kiley Tiller
Abby Meronek (understudy)
Jessica Thompson (understudy)

*Rehearsal times will be Tuesday’s 7:30-9:00 (MMR) and Sunday
4:00-5:30 (MMR)
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Production Design Concept Statement
For our Graduating Presentation, we filmed our work in the MMR with a closed curtain.
We chose this space because of the large and open area which would maximize our dancers
movement and traveling sequences. Our piece begins with our soloist, Kiley Tiller, entering an
isolated space utilizing the concept of selective visibility. Our next cue brings downlight to the
upstage area to foreshadow Avree Gundersen and Katie Lehoty’s later relationship with Kiley.
The space/lighting opens up when the rest of our dancers enter the space. (Mikayla Bunn,
Annaliese Erickson, Jordan Moyer) We used backlight in a few sections due to the shadowing it
creates on the floor. We used the back diagonals in an amber color to emphasize the diagonal we
created from upstage left to downstage right. We realized that even though we are taught that
front light should not really be used because it can make the dancers look 2-dimensional.
However, in dance film front light is necessary and allows us to see the dancers faces.
Throughout the piece we utilized front light in various cues to avoid shadows on the dancers
faces.
Our costumes were various nude tops, black pants with back two-panel skirts, and
barefeet. We knew we wanted skirts because of the added texture skirts can create. We felt bare
feet were necessary to help our dancers stay grounded because there is a lot of running in the
piece. The variety of nude tops shows the individuality of each dancer. Our hair and makeup
choices were simple, all dancers had slick back low ponies. Due to the masks, we were not
concerned about makeup, however we wanted to make sure they had dark eyebrows to give some
definition. We also chose all black masks because they matched the bottoms.
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Costume Design:
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MMR Magic Sheet by Hannah Liddicoat

MMR Rep Plot Magic Sheet – 2021

12

11

10

9

35

34

33

32

31

8

7

6

5

30

29

28

27

26

4

3

2

1

25

24

23

22

21

Back Wash – No Color Blue

Front Wash – Lavender

99

100

101

102

82

81

80

79

95

96

97

98

78

77

76

75

91

92

93

94

74

73

72

71

Stage Right High Side - Lavender

Stage Left High Side – Blue

49

48

47

136

139

141

142

46

45

44

133

135

138

140

43

42

41

131

132

134

137

Down – Blue
111
Green

Diagonal Back – Amber
112
Blue

113
Red
CYC

114
Orange
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Final Cue Sheet
Title-Stones Beneath a River
Choreographers-Lauren DeSmedt & Ciera Nolan
Performers-Mikayla Bunn, Annaliese Erickson, Avree Gundersen, Katie Lehoty, Jordan Moyer,
Kiley Tiller
Cu
e#

Time

Go/Placeme Descripti
nt
on

400

Channels Used

BLACKO
UT

401 :00

MUSI
C GO

Kiley walks
into the
space in
silence

Back
wash

23

48

Kiley
standing
downstage
center

402 :05

Second 8,
back lights
fade in to
reveal avree
and katie

Downlight

403 :10

When group
walks

SRHS and 92,93,94,96,97,98,100,101,102,72,73,74,76,77,78,
SLHS
80,81,82, at 75
Front
2,3 at 50
wash

404 :05

Start of Kiley
solo, back
goes darker,
kiley is
brighter

SRHS and 92,93,94,96,97,98,100,101,102,72,73,74,76,77,78,
SLHS
80,81,82 at 40
decrease
2,3 at 75
Front
wash
increases

405 :05

Start of
“When I do”
lyrics

SRHS and 92,93,94,96,97,98,100,101,102,72,73,74,76,77,78,
SLHS
80,81,82 at 75
increase
2, 3 at 75
Front light

406 :05

Circling
walking

SRHS and
SLHS
decreases
Down light

92,93,94,96,97,98,100,101,102,72,73,74,76,77,78,
80,81,82 at 50
32,33,34 at 70
41-49 at 75

34
407 :05

Start of trio,
Avree
attitude

Backwash
Down light
increases
SLHS
decreases
Front
wash

32-34 at 70
41-49 at full
72,73,74,76,77,78,80,81,82 at 50
1-8 at 50

408 :07

Kiley solo,
when Avree
& Katie
leave

Front
wash
SRHS

3,4 at 75
91-93 at full

409 :07

Start of
diagonal

SRHS
back
diagonal

91,92,97,98 at full
131,132,138,140 at 75

410 :05

Katie
walking
back

SRHS
Back
diagonal
Front
wash

91,92,97,98 at full
131,132,138,140 at 75
1,2 at 75

411 :07

On ding with
Avree and
Anna

SRHS
SLHS

91-102 at 75
71-82 at 75

412 :05

Opposite
diagonal,
Katie & Kiley
running

SRHS
SLHS
Front
wash

91-102 at 75
71-82 at 75
1,5-8 at 75

413 :05

Group
phrase

SRHS
SLHS
Front
wash

91-102 at 75
71-82 at 75
1,5-8 at 75
9-12 at 75

415 :10

rivers and
stones

Back
wash
SLHS
decreases
SRHS
decreases
Downlight
increases

31-35 at 50
71-78 at 50
91-98 at 50
41- 49 at full

416 :07

Transition to
vertical line

Back
wash
Front
wash

23, 28, 33 at full
7, 6 at 50

35
417 :05

Kiley & Katie Back
leaving
wash
vertical line
Front
wash

29,27 at 50
23, 28, 33 at full
7,6 at 50

418 :07

Transition to
V formation

SRHS
SLHS
Back
wash
Front
wash

91-98 at 50
71-78 at 50
29, 27 at 50
23, 28, 33 at full
2,3 at 50
7,6 at 50

419 :05

Katie hand
circle over
head

SRHS
SLHS
Back
wash
Front
wash

91-98 at 50
71-78 at 50
29, 27 at 50
23 at full
2,3 at 50
7,6 at 50

421 :05

Bump right
after slurp

SRHS
SLHS
Back
wash
Front
wash

94,97,98 at 50
74,76,77 at 50
33 at full
2,3 at 50
7,6 at 50

422 :05

BLACKOUT

For Magic Sheet (lights used):
• Front wash(amber)= 1-12 (ALL)
• Back wash(nc blue)= 23,27,29, 31-35(possibly just 32-34)
• SRHS(lavender)= 91-102 (ALL)
• SLHS(blue)=71-82 (ALL)
• Down(blue)= 41-49 (ALL)
• Back Diagonal (amber)= 131,132,138,140
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Rehearsal Schedule by Ciera Nolan

GP Schedule
Time
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
12:00

2:30

2:00

1:30

1:00

12:30

3:00
3:30
4:00
4:30
5:00

Mon

Mon

Mon

Tues

Tues

Tues

Tues

Wed

Wed
C

Wed
MMR

Wed
A

Thurs
B

Thurs
C

Thurs
MMR

Thurs
A

Fri
B

Fri

C

Fri

LS
2-3:30

CB
9-10:30

KP
6-7:30

Mon

LS
10-11:30

KB
7-8:30

B

OL
6-7:30
CC
7-8:30

A

CN/LD

MMR

KB
7-8:30
7:30-9

LJ
8:30-10

C

CB

KF
9-10:30

B

9-10:30

HL
9-10:30

A

CZ

TK
8-9:30

MMR

9-10:30

KL
7:30-9

C

9-10

B

KL

HL

OL
7-8:30

9-10:30

EB

A

6-7:30

MR
10-11:30

6:00

5:30
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
9:00 LJ

8:30
9:30 9-10:30
10:00
10:30

CN/LD-Ciera Nolan, Lauren Desmedt
LS-Lauren Smith
KP-Kennedy Phelps
EB-Erin Bates
HL-Hannah Liddicoat
CB-Catera Burgess
KL-Kyra Laster
AS/JF-Angel Sutton, James Felton
KB-Kiera Brown
CZ-Caroline Zajac
MR-Martina Reed
OL-Olivia Lemmenes
TK-Tyler Korff
CC-Cassie Callahan
LJ-Lauren Janney
KF-Katie Fairman

Fri
MMR

JF/AS
12-1:30

Sat
A

Sat
B

CZ
5:30-7

Sat
C

Sat

A

Sun

B

Sun

C

Sun

MMR

Sun

CN/LD
4-5:30

KP
12-1:30

MMR

CC
11-12:30

EB
2:00-4:00

TK
5-6:30

KF
8-9:30
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Graduating Presentations 2021
PRODUCTION SCHEDULE
Sun

March

7

Mon
1

Tue
2

Wed
3

Thu
4

Fri
5

Sat
6

8

9

10

11

12
MMR Filming
Phelps

13
MMR Filming
Janney
Zajac

MMR Techs
CZ Tech/Cueing
14
Studio B Hang
Studio B and
MMR Cueing
Stage Works

15
Studio B Tech
Fairman

16
MMR Tech
DeSmedt/Nolan

Studio B Strike

MMR Filming
Burgess

17
MMR Tech
Laster
Esperanza

18
19
Studio B Filming Studio B Tech
Fairman
Korff
Callahan
Studio B Strike Liddicoat

20
Studio B Filming
Liddicoat
Korff
Callahan
MMR Filming
Esperanza

Studio B Strike
21
MMR Filming
DeSmedt/Nolan
Laster
Studio B Strike

PERSONNEL
Artistic Director: Megan Slayter/Joan Herrington
Production Manager: Hannah Liddicoat
Lighting Designer: GP Students and Megan Slayter
Production Assistant: James Felton
Costume Coordinator: Catera Burgess and Kennedy
Phelps
Video Equipment Coordinator: Lauren Janney

RUNNING CREW
Light Board Op: DANC3890
Sound Op: DANC3890
Running Crew: DANC3890

STAGED WORKS (not in concert order yet)
Title

Choreographer/Rehearsal Dir.
Cassie Callahan
Lauren DeSmedt and Ciera Nolan
Tyler Korff
Katie Fairman
Kyra Laster
Hannah Liddicoat
Caroline Zajac
Mike Esperanza

Length
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DANCE FILM WORKS (not in concert order yet)
Title

Fri. 3/12

Choreographer/Rehearsal Dir.
Erin Bates
Kiera Brown
Catera Burgess
James Felton and Angel Sutton
Lauren Janney
Olivia Lemmenes
Kennedy Phelps
Martina Reed
Lauren Smith
Mike Esperanza

MMR
5:30pm – 10pm

Length

Filming and Technical Rehearsals for Staged Works
Kennedy Phelps Filmed Work
5:30pm dancer / crew call
5:30pm – 6pm set lighting look
6pm – 8pm filming
Caroline Zajac Staged Work Tech
8pm – 8:45pm cueing
8:30pm dancer call
9pm – 10pm tech

Sat. 3/13

MMR
2:30pm – 7pm

Filming for Staged and Film Works
Lauren Janney Filming
2:30pm dancer call
2:30pm – 3pm set lighting look
3pm – 5pm filming
Caroline Zajac Filming
4:30pm dancer / crew call
5pm – 7pm filming

Sun. 3/14

Studio B
11am – 5:15pm

Cueing and Tech for Staged
Works

MMR
1:15pm – 2:45pm

Studio B Hang
11am – 12:30pm
Studio B Cueing
1pm – 1:45pm Cassie Callahan
1:45pm – 2:30pm Katie Fairman

MMR Cueing
1:15pm – 2pm Kyra Laster
2pm – 2:45pm Lauren D. and
Ciera N.

40
*Crew Break 2:45 – 3:15*
Cueing Resumes
3:15pm – 4pm Tyler Korff
4pm – 4:45pm Hannah Liddicoat

Mon. 3/15 Studio B
6pm – 8pm

Strike Studio B
4:45pm – 5:15pm
Fairman Tech
Studio B Hang
7:30pm – 8pm hang
Studio B Tech
Katie Fairman Tech
7:30pm dancer / crew call
8pm – 9pm tech
Studio B Strike
9pm – 9:30pm

Tue. 3/16

MMR
MMR Tech and Filming
6:30pm – 10:30pm
Lauren D. and Ciera N. Tech
6:30pm dancer / crew call
7pm – 8pm tech
Catera Burgess Filming
8:30pm dancer call
8:30pm – 9pm set lighting look
9pm – 11pm filming

Wed. 3/17 MMR
7pm – 10pm

MMR Tech
Kyra Laster Tech
7pm dancer / crew call
7:30pm – 8:30pm tech
Esperanza Tech
8pm dancer call
8:30pm – 10pm tech

41
Thur. 3/18 Studio B
Studio B Filming
6:30pm – 10:30 pm
Studio B Hang
6:30pm crew call
6:30pm – 7:30 hang
Katie Fairman Filming
7:30pm dancer call
8pm – 10pm tech
Studio B Strike
10pm – 10:30pm

Fri. 3/19

Studio B
5:30pm – 9:30pm

Studio B Tech
Studio B Hang
5:30pm crew call
5:30pm – 6pm hang
Tyler Korff Tech
6pm dancer call
6:30pm – 7:30 pm tech
Cassie Callahan Tech
7pm dancer call
7:30pm – 8:30pm tech
Hannah Liddicoat Tech
8pm dancer call
8:30pm – 9:30pm tech

Sat. 3/20

Studio B
10am – 6pm

Studio B Filming of Staged Works
10am crew call

MMR
6pm – 10pm

Hannah Liddicoat Filming
10am dancer call
10:30am – 12:30pm filming
Tyler Korff Filming
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12pm dancer call
12:30pm – 2:30pm filming
*Crew Break 2:30 – 3:30*
Cassie Callahan Filming
3:30pm dancer call
4pm – 6pm filming
MMR Filming of Staged Works
Esperanza Filming
6pm dancer call
6:30pm – 10pm filming
Sun. 3/21

MMR
10:30am – 3pm
Studio B
3pm – 4:30pm

MMR Filming of Staged Works
Lauren D. and Ciera N. Filming
10:30am dancer and crew call
11am – 1pm filming
Kyra Laster Filming
12:30pm dancer call
1pm – 3pm filming
Studio B Strike
3pm – 4:30pm
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Publicity Poster

Instagram Promotion

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

GP Final Budget - April 2021
Cash Fund A - Dept. Allocated Funds (includes PID)
Cash Fund B - Fundrasing Based Funds
PROJECTED INCOME
Earned Income:
Admissions/Fees (no ticket sales)
Department Funding
Unearned Income:
Private Support (fundraising from Bingo Boards)
Public Support (donations through GoFundMe)
PID Support

CASH A
$0
$1,500

CASH B
$0
$0

$0
$0

$0
$1,138
$0 $1,988.20
$500
$0

$0
$0
$0

In-Kind Income:
Total Income
PROJECTED EXPENSES
Personnel
Guest Choreographer - Mike Esperanza
Photographer - Sara Glover
Videoographer: David Evans- Filming of Pieces
GP Lighting Designer
Social Media Content and Promotion Team
Lauren Photography (Kiera & Caroline)
Personnel Subtotal

IN-KIND

$2,350
$2,000 $3,126.20
CASH A

CASH B

$1,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$1,000

$0
$1,350
$0
$0
$0
$150
$1,500

Costumes and/or Sets ($25/per performer unless noted)
CN/LD-Ciera Nolan, Lauren Desmedt - 6
$0
LS-Lauren Smith - 2 (not using funds)
$0
KP-Kennedy Phelps - 6
$0
EB-Erin Bates - 6 (not using funds)
$0
HL-Hannah Liddicoat - 6
$0
CB-Catera Burgess - 6
$0
KL-Kyra Laster - 5
$0
AS/JF-Angel Sutton, James Felton (not using funds)
$0
KB-Kiera Brown - 2
$0
CZ-Caroline Zajac - 6
$0
MR-Martina Reed - 5
$0
OL-Olivia Lemmenes - 2
$0
TK-Tyler Korff - 4
$0
CC-Cassie Callahan - 5
$0
LJ-Lauren Janney -3
$39.98
KF-Katie Fairman - 4
$81.63
GP Costumes - 18
$49.97
Costume/Sets Subtotal
$171.58

$0
$0
$114.15
$0
$106
$34.98
$95.93
$0
$0
$101.70
$119.92
$50
$0
$139.33
$0
$0
$15.89
$777.90

$2,350 $7,476.20
IN-KIND

$0
$0
$450
$150
$200
$0
$800

$3,300

$150
$50
$0
$150
$0
$0
$0
$50
$50
$0
$0
$0
$100
$0
$0
$50
$50
$650 $1,599.48
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Publicity
Publicity Print Media
Publicity Social Media
Programs
Studio Space (rental for professional promo photos)
GoFundMe Fee

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$25

$0
$0
$0
$100
$0

Publicity Subtotal

$0

$25

$100

Production Fees
Facility rental/Lamp fees
Production Supplies
Instrument rental

$0.00
$84.98
$0.00

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

$400.00
$400.00
$0.00

Production Subtotal

$84.98

$0.00

$800.00

Total Expenses
Projected Profit/Deficit

$1,256.56 $2,302.90
$743.44
$823.30

$125

$884.98

$2,350.00
$0

Profits from CASH A will be returned to the department for future project funding.
$500 from PID funding will be returned.
Profits from CASH B will be used towards supporting our in-person
grauation ceremony with the remainder distributed equally between the four Dance Department RSO's.
Total Earned Income
Total Unearned Income:
Total Cash Income
Total In-Kind Support (income)

$1,500
$3,626.20
$5,126.20
$2,350

Total Projected Income

$7,476.20

CASH A Expenses
CASH B Expenses
Total Cash Expenses

$1,256.56
$2,302.90
$3,559.46

Total In-Kind Expenses
Total Expenses

$2,350
$5,909.46
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Link to Final Work: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x2r_mTycsbM

